LINK-REPORT: Outcome Analysis of Informal Learning at Scale
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Abstract
We present LINK-REPORT, a distributed learning outcome analysis module that is integrated with the WISEengineering platform for supporting informal learning in engineering. LINK-REPORT provides a coherent workflow of outcome analysis: starting from development of learning outcome goals, to learner behavior collection, to automated grading of open-ended short answer questions, and to report generation and aggregation. It generates learning data for research opportunities in modeling of learner traits.
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Introduction
As children spent over 80% of their time out-of-school [2], informal learning has been a crucial tool for engaging pre-college students and broadening their participation in science, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). The outcome assessment, however, is challenging because typical evaluation approaches in classroom teaching are not applicable. Therefore, collecting more and better data on learning outcomes is essential [1].

The evolving online education platforms such as Blackboard and edX have shed a light on this problem.
For example, Yang et al. studied the learning data of Scratch [6], an informal learning platform for computer programming. In this study, learning processes are modeled as the cumulative trajectory of the programming blocks mastered by learners [10].

It is interesting to see how the data mining in [10] can be generalized to the analysis of a variety of learning outcome goals which will need to draw upon many different types of data. For example, in [1] a collection of six strands of learning goals are proposed for informal learning: O1: interests, O2: knowledge, O3: scientific reasoning, O4: reflection, O5: practice, and O6: identifying with scientific enterprise. It is a great challenge to collect and analyze the evidence data.

Extending the Web-based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE) from UC Berkeley [8], the WISEngineering system [4, 5] provides a tablet portal (shown in Figure 1) that offers hands-on engineering project activities and content for informal science settings. In our project, learners use a 7 inch tablet to collect data, plot and analyze information, reflect upon their designs, and share products with peers.

LINK-REPORT draws upon the existing WISEngineering system. It provides a coherent workflow to collect, tag, analyze, synthesize, and aggregate reports, leveraging auto-grading and machine learning algorithms. In this paper, We first present the learning dataset that is available in the WISEngineering system. Then we briefly introduce the workflow of LINK-REPORT and its software architecture. Finally, we present how learning indicators are modeled and assessed for the set of six learning goals in [1].

**Raw Dataset**
WISEngineering inherits the user management, curriculum design, and visual rendering module from Berkeley WISE [8]. All learner related data are stored in several MySQL databases. The data include the learner profile, session information (such as login/out time-stamp, duration of stay on each page), student responses (to multiple choice, match sequence questions, and open-response short answer questions).

LINK-REPORT also produces raw data. It injects an additional client-end script into the curriculum pages of WISE, and collects learner behavioral data such as keyboard and mouse events, which could be potentially used for user traits analysis in future.

**Data Synthesis**
Raw data is further processed for data mining and report aggregation in the next stage. LINK-REPORT provides a learning goal editor for defining learning outcome goals. Then a collection of indicators (called "grading criteria") can be defined for each learning goal. A learning indicator can be defined as the student performance over a specific question. The system has the capability to evaluate open-ended questions using multiple criteria (e.g., whether a learner is familiar with terminology used in the project, and the writing proficiency of the learner). As an example, Figure 2 shows that a learning goal "understanding engineering specification" is evaluated using three indicators in a project called "Balance Challenge".

One benefit of LINK-REPORT is that it leverages the use of machine learning for processing open-ended short answer questions and datasets that usually need labor intensive human evaluation. As shown in [3], a stacked generalization algorithm [9] is used for combining multiple
machine learning/auto-grading algorithms (including the edX EASE engine [7]), for generating an optimized classifier as the auto-grader. We deployed these auto-grading classifiers in a distributed environment and can provide instant grading services for short answer questions [3]. Figure 3 shows an example of the summary page of a project and the statistics of its auto-graders.

To allow scalability WISEngineering adopts a loose confederation of servers. When a report is ordered, a template is sent to satellite servers, then these reports are aggregated.

On each satellite server, each learning outcome goal is assessed by aggregating the performance data on all the performance indicators associated with it (as shown in Figure 2). For example, the goal “understanding engineering specification” can be evaluated by a multiple choice question in one project, and an essay question in another project (which is graded by auto-grader).

Data can be grouped by individual students, clubs and geographical districts. Figure 4 shows a snippet of a weekly report template. The report generation tool allows an educator to search data in a flexible way using different aggregation and grouping options.

Figure 5 shows a sample report generated by aggregating the reports from satellite servers. Using a simple weighted sum approach, the performance of all clubs on each learning outcome goal can be visually displayed and compared.
**Work In Progress: Learning Model**

LINK-REPORT is expandable. New learning indicators can be added into the system and be correlated with existing learning outcomes. We now briefly describe our plan to establish a collection of indicators for the six learning goals outlined in [1].

Most of the attitude outcomes (such as O1: interests in science and O6: identifying with scientific enterprise) can be assessed by online surveys built into the system. O2 (knowledge), O3 (scientific reasoning) and O4 (reflection) can be evaluated by standardized questions and short answer questions (graded by machine learning algorithms automatically). O5 (engagement in scientific practice) are related to the learner behavior data collected, such as the student tablet usage and activity records on design journals. We suspect that other usage data such as keystroke frequency and mouse events can also be used as indicators.

A learning indicator based on technology vocabulary can be established, similar to [10]. The “relevance” of terms can be automatically synthesized from semantic dictionary such as Wordnet, Wikipedia, and sample essays provided by human graders. Thus, by analyzing the bag of words, and their distance to the engineering discipline, auto-grader can assess the depth and effectiveness of a learner’s use of scientific reasoning. Another direction is to assess the relevance and correlation between all indicators, so that the assessment model can be automatically adjusted.
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